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 The game features both a single-player campaign and a multiplayer cooperative experience. The game has received critical
acclaim, with an average review score of 84 on Metacritic. Gameplay Gladiator: Arena of Death is a combat-based action game
set in a free-to-play video game. Players pick a character to play through a single-player campaign that consists of four episodes,

or in a multiplayer co-operative mode where two players can fight as one character. Players fight other gladiators in five
different arenas, where the objective is to kill the other gladiators while dodging attacks and eventually finishing the other

gladiator off. Players use combos of punches, kicks, and weapons on the other gladiators in order to cause damage. If a gladiator
is knocked down, they lose health. Combat is influenced by the environment around the gladiator, such as the color of the walls

and whether or not a wall is made of glass. If players are close to the edge of an arena, they will have to dodge towards the
center to continue. If a gladiator falls off the arena, they lose a life. When a gladiator is taken down, the arena fills with an angry

crowd cheering at them. If a gladiator is struck enough times by an attack, it will be put down, and the arena fills with blue
blood. Players get experience points for killing gladiators, as well as money that can be used to buy new moves and equipment

for their character. After defeating the final boss, players can play through all the arenas in the game, and can play through each
of the four episodes. In each arena, players are pitted against different gladiators, depending on the arena. To earn new

gladiators, players must spend money on booster packs that can be bought through the game's store. Each pack has a certain
amount of that particular gladiator that can be purchased for real-world money. Each pack also has a set of moves. This way,
players can gain access to new gladiators and continue to earn money, even if they decide not to continue through the game.
New gladiators also come with a loadout of weapons and moves to use in each arena. Synopsis Setting Gladiator: Arena of

Death is set in a post-apocalyptic world, some time after the people have run out of fuel for their vehicles and powered
everything else off. It is said that the world ran out of fuel in 2001. Instead of dealing 82157476af
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